In recent years GNSS measurements techniques obtained a majority role in civil engineering and other technical fields. An example of this is the monitoring of both natural phenomena and manmade constructions. The main advantages of satellite positioning, as opposite to classical surveying techniques like levelling or total stations, are continuous long term observations and economic advantage, due to the lack of measurement crew. Currently, apart from GPS, other satellite systems in use like GLONASS or Galileo are becoming more important. Together with development of GNSS measurements for satellite positioning in open areas, also urban and mountainous areas can be measured. This kind of areas was excluded from measurements with single GNSS system, due to the lack of the required minimum number of visible satellites. Multi-GNSS (hybrid, integrated -usage of more than one satellite navigation system in measurements) positioning, currently providing more than 80 active satellites, opens new grounds for satellite measurements. Among measurement methods PPP is the most developing one since the beginning of 21 st century. Main PPP advantages are: independence from reference station, lack of limitation of use to certain areas and global coverage with consistent, homogenous solutions. The paper shows the results of 90-days continuous static observations processed with the usage of PPP technique on simulated different sky view conditions. Measurements were made on points with known coordinates as a construction simulation. The data were processed in three modes: GPS-only, GLONASS-only and hybrid GNSS (GPS+GLONASS) using three different elevation cut-off angles. Accuracy analyses were carried out on the basis of final, daily EPN solutions at the observation time.
INTRODUCTION
In the last years due to expansion of other than GPS (Global Positioning System) systems integrated GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite System) become standard of satellite measurements. First GPS satellite was launched in 1978 and the system became fully operable in 1995 as a first GNSS. Fully operable means to achieve nominal planned number of satellites active on the orbit. Currently besides GPS, also GLONASS (transliteration from Russian is GLObalnaya NAvigatsionnaya Sputnikovaya Sistema or Global Navigation Satellite System) is fully operable, next to them partly operable are Chinese BeiDou and European Galileo. Currently there are more than 80 GNSS satellites available [1] . Greater number of simultaneously visible satellites theoretically brings many advantages. First of all, the usage of multiple navigation systems helps to increase the quality and accuracy especially in real time positioning [2] . It helps in a proper way to weight signals proportionally to its strength and quality, or even eliminate the less accurate satellites. Greater number of available satellites also helps to shorten the duration of the session, especially for most accurate measurements. Also it makes available areas so far unavailable for GPS-only observations due to the lack of necessary number of simultaneously tracking satellites [3] (Figs. 1 and 2 ). There are also disadvantages associated with the usage of integrated GNSS measurements. The main disadvantage includes different reference frames, the time scales and inter-channels are biased [4] .
There are two types of GNSS positioning techniques in use: absolute and relative positioning. According to construction and principle of GNSS operation vertical component accuracy is three times smaller than horizontal ones [5] . Since the beginning of GNSS positioning most accurate and common in use is relative (differential) positioning. This method is based on information from reference station or group of reference stations with known coordinates. By observation's differentiation most of errors are reduced so this method is more precise than absolute positioning after taking into account reference station's error. The best known and most commonly used differential positioning method is RTK (Real Time Kinematic) technique. Static measurements within a millimetre accuracy can be achieved for respectively long sessions length and short vectors. For extremely short baselines (<several hundred metres) in 24-hours session, the accuracy could be less than a millimetre [6] . On the other hand, using single vector of 500-600 km with one hour observation session allows us to achieve results better than 10 cm 3D [7] . As the practice shows adding GLONASS observations to GPS in network processing does not significantly change accuracy of any coordinates. In some cases adding GLONASS signals improves solution's quality for others, GPS-only solutions were slightly better [8] . [12] A relatively new GNSS positioning technique, used for about 15 years is PPP (Precise Point Positioning). PPP is an absolute method, independent from the reference station and errors connected with it, but this method requires a dual frequency receiver and the use of precise products. The accuracy and reliability of GNSS PPP have been conducted so far by various authors. Daily observations without horizon obstacles generally have coordinates repeatability at 2-3 mm level for horizontal coordinates and 5-6 mm for height [9] . GPS+GLONASS observations in kinematic mode were conducted by [10] . The authors concluded that accuracy of combined GPS+GLONASS measurements is compared to GPS-only ones and it is clearly visible that GLONASS-only accuracy was lower than other results. Combined GPS, GLONASS, BeiDou and Galileo static positioning results show no significant improvement of accuracy relating to single GNSS positioning, but the convergence time has been improved [11] . Figure 2 The example of the visible part of sky on an urban area [15] In another elaboration static PPP positioning in GPS+GLONASS mode shows slightly better results comparing to GPS-only both for horizontal and vertical coordinates [13] . Similar proposals mention authors [14] , for 24 h and 8 h observations all (GPS-only, GLONASSonly and GPS+GLONASS) results are at the same accuracy level. For shorter observations periods GPS only solutions provide better accuracy compared with GLONASS-only equivalents.
Nowadays satellite measurements techniques are in use for a wide range of applications like: landslides, mining areas monitoring, crustal deformations or constructions monitoring. Currently the most common use refers to relative positioning especially RTK e.g. in bridges [16] or skyscrapers [17] monitoring for short intraday observation sessions (Fig. 3) . [18] and bridge [19] For a long term stability monitoring (several days, months or permanent monitoring) various types of static measurements (fast/rapid static, "stop-and-go") or RTK methods are generally in use. So far monitoring PPP technique was used only for natural phenomena and there are a lot of publications considering static and kinematic PPP mode e.g. [20, 21] . Deformation monitoring in simulation platform based on kinematic PPP observations in four different modes, was made [22] . In the best mode RMSE (Root Mean Squared Error) of horizontal coordinates was 1,5 cm, and for vertical coordinate 2,2 cm. Accuracy of daily PPP observations with the usage in GPS-only, BeiDou-only and hybrid GPS BeiDou mode were made in [23] . The least accurate were BeiDou only observations (3D RMSE 3,7 cm). GPS-only and hybrid mode had the same accuracy level (respectively 1,6 and 1,5 cm).
PRECISE POINT POSITIONING
Standard market GPS receiver using code observations in standalone mode accuracy can be up to a few meters. Independence from the influence of errors transferred from the reference station is one of the best PPP advantages. It makes from PPP a great tool for research of phenomenon connected with the movement of earth crust [24] . In modelling PPP observations, beside the necessity of reference station, satellite clock corrections are not estimated, but assumed to be known. Satellite clock corrections are introduced into processing together with Earth orientation parameters and orbit information by precise products from e.g. IGS or CODE. Therefore estimated parameters are station clock corrections, troposphere parameters and coordinates. PPP observation equations of respective code and phase on dual-frequency GPS/GLONASS receiver on L1 and L2 is defined as [25, 26] : 
where subscripts g and r refer to GPS and GLONASS satellites respectively: In Eqs. (3) and (4) the system time difference must be also considered for mixed GPS/GLONASS measurements processing [27] :
where t sys denotes either GPS system time (t GPS ) for GPS observations or GLONASS system time (t GLONASSS ) for GLONASS observations. Un-differenced ionosphere-free code and carrier phase combination, called L3, is widely used in PPP model. It can be written as [28] :
( )
Its linear combination is appropriate for PPP, because it eliminates first order ionospheric path delay. Corresponding combinations for code measurements are defined as:
After taking into account Eq. (5), (6), (7) into Eq. (3) and (4) following [25] : For processing PPP a minimum of five satellites tracked at the same time is needed. Observations from five satellites are used to determine three coordinates, receiver's clock error and tropospheric delay. Research shows that, depending on session length PPP, <1 cm accuracy can be achieved [29] . Problems of GPS/GLONASS combined processing were discussed in detail by e.g. [30] .
METHODOLOGY
To observe infrastructure settlement, superstructure deformation and to detect structural deficiencies and damage trends, monitoring should be started in the early stage, just after structure completion. In this paper, the author put through simulation of long-term construction monitoring in different sky view conditions. As shown in Fig. 2 where: x -reference value from EPN coordinates x -mean deviation of x coordinate (N, E and U) x i -value of i observation n -number of observations (here 90 daily solutions)
As research shows, minimal elevation mask is one of the factors that influence the accuracy of measurements the most [31] . Each of GPS-only, GLONASS-only and GNSS processing were made in three different minimal elevation cut-off angles: 10°, 25° and 30°. Tab. 1 consists of the collation of sky accessibility above the observer, depending on the elevation cut-off angle. Value 10° of minimal cut-off angle is assumed as a recommendation for the application in PPP [32] . It eliminates observations with the biggest noise, multipath effect and minimizes cycle slips [33] . Two other minimal elevations of cut-off angles are simulations of urban areas with very large sky obstructions.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Increasing elevation of the cut-off angle reduces visibility of least accurate satellites, but decreases the number of observations. For 10° cut-off angle mean numbers of GPS, GLONASS and GNSS satellites are 5,7, 4,1 and 9,8 respectively. In case of last elevation cut-off angle (<70% sky visibility) mean number of GPS, GLONASS and GNSS satellites is respectively 3,6, 2,7 and 6,3. Fig. 4 shows that at mean latitudes (ZYWI 49°41'N, WROC -51°7'N) due to construction of global navigation satellite systems number of visible satellites dramatically fall even in small elevation angles.
Dimensionless DOP (Dilution of precision) coefficients represents geometric configuration of satellites and it is in correlation with possible accuracy to achieve. Theoretically, the smaller the DOPs, the better accuracy achieved. It is assumed that for precise measurements PDOP coefficient should not exceed value 2-3. Fig. 5 shows PDOP (Position 3D DOP) on WROC station for 40° cut-off angle mean GNSS PDOP was 10,8, max exceeds 70 so it was not illustrated. In case of 10° and 25° minimum PDOP values were respectively 1,1 and 1,6, maximum 1,7 and 5,3 and mean values 1,4 and 2,9. It clearly indicates that precise results for daily sessions can be achieved with usage of 10° and 25° cut-off angles. In some cases even 40° cut-off angles can assure precise results but such observation sessions must be planned in advance or measurement duration has to be long enough. Fig. 6 shows North-East coordinates' residuals of the analysed stations. Clearly visible accuracy dispersion is related to magnitude of cut-off angle. The most accurate results on both stations were obtained at 10° cut-off angle. In this case residuals do not overstep 2 cm. For 25° minimal cut-off elevation, beside GLONASS-only results, most residuals do not exceed 2 cm. Similar in case of 40° cut-off angle, beside GLONASS-only results, most results are within 3 cm accuracy. Analysing results, because the satellite system used the less accurate in each case, were data based on GLONASS-only measurements. Results with usage of GPS-only and GNSS results are similar one to another in each case with no significant differences.
The course of Up component residuals is similar to the horizontal ones -the most accurate results were achieved through the usage of GPS-only and GNSS signals (Fig. 7) . In each case GLONASS-only results are the worst ones, even in the slightest sky obstruction there are single >10 cm error results. GPS only and GNSS results are very similar at each station and each cut-off angle, and in this case there is no single accidental coordinate deviation. Phenomena described in this paragraph might be explained by algorithms applied in the software for GLONASS ambiguities resolution. It is the result of inter-frequency biases caused by division multiple access technique of GLONASS signals, which causes fixing GLONASS PPP ambiguities difficult [34] . Compared to GPS, the resolved GLONASS ambiguities are characterized by lower quality, therefore GLONASS solutions have the accuracy lower than the GPS ones. Similar conclusions for 24 h GPS and GPS/GLONASS observations were reached by e.g. [35] . For better understanding of the results, Tab. 2 presents the accuracy analysis -mean, absolute residuals and standard deviations of final coordinates. Rows are divided by cut-off angles (10°, 25°, 40°) and system in use (GPS, GLO -GLONASS, GNSS -GPS+GLONASS). Columns are divided by stations (WROC, ZYWI) and coordinates (x, y, z). The odd-numbered row-panels shows mean absolute residuals of each coordinates (x, y, z respectively), while the even-numbered row-panels show corresponding standard deviations. It is clearly visible that in each case the less accurate are GLONASS only measurements. GPS-only and GNSS results are similar in most cases. In some cases, more accurate and precise are single GPS results in other two-systems GNSS results.
For better understanding of the results, Tab. 2 presents the accuracy analysis -mean, absolute residuals and standard deviations of final coordinates. Rows are divided by cut-off angles (10°, 25°, 40°) and system in use (GPS, GLO -GLONASS, GNSS -GPS+GLONASS). Columns are divided by stations (WROC, ZYWI) and coordinates (x, y, z). The odd-numbered row-panels shows mean absolute residuals of each coordinate (x, y, z respectively), while the even-numbered row-panels show corresponding standard deviations. It is clearly visible that in each case the less accurate are GLONASS only measurements. GPS-only and GNSS results are similar in most cases. In some cases more accurate and precise are single GPS results in other two-systems GNSS results. Bold fonts in Tab. 2 are the smallest values of residuals and standard deviations for each station and cut-off angle. The most accurate results in majority are with the usage of GPS-only observations; it is seen especially on ZYWI station. Adding GLONASS signals to GPS does not significantly improve the accuracy and in some cases makes it evens worse. Mean residuals show that for horizontal coordinates using PPP technique ensures down to 4 mm accuracy (GNSS mode), in case of Up coordinate it is 7-20 mm (all modes) for 10° cut-off angle.
In case of 25° cut-off elevation horizontal coordinates and height are determined with 3-6 mm (GPS-only and GNSS) and 15-20 mm (GPS-only and GNSS) respectively. At 40° cut-off elevation horizontal coordinates were determined at 5-11 mm (GNSS) accuracy and height at 24 mm (GPS-only).
CONCLUSIONS
Growing number of available GNSS satellites activate new standard in satellite techniques. New signals added to the existing GPS signal make a possible tool for the improvement of accuracy and quality of measurements. The development of global navigation satellite signals entails also progress in solutions algorithms. Performed research ran on GPS-only, GLONASS-only and hybrid GNSS daily static observations with usage of PPP technique in different sky visibility level. Research shows that currently existing software does not improve significantly results comparing GPS-only solutions with multi-GNSS. Adding GLONASS signals to GPS does not affect noticeable improvement of coordinates' accuracy and in some cases even caused accuracy's deterioration. Single GLONASSonly solutions are loaded by the biggest errors and due to that are not recommended for precise purposes. The author shows that daily measurements with usage of PPP technique provides <1 cm accuracy. In future additional enhancement in software's algorithms should certainly improve the GNSS quality, especially in the case more than two GNSS systems are used.
